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Introduction

This report is intended for its readers to view my progress. My primary focus
is General Relativity and its consequences in physics. During my seven week
participation at CSUMS I spent most of my time reviewing GR, C programming,
Visit, Matlab and Latex. I have very little to o!er in terms of programs and
results but what I have learned has been invaluable to me. I consider these
first seven weeks to be a precursor to my actual research. I feel my time has
been well spent. I have a particular interest in General Relativity because of
its vast influence on all other theories. My particular interest with gravitation
are its applications if it could be harnessed. I believe that gravity will one day
be harnessed because we have been consistent in understanding and applying
every other components of nature.

Orbital Simulations

Goals in Simulating Orbits

My original assignment was to simulate various objects interacting with black
holes. The code was generated from a parallel cluster and the simulations were
designed to serve as a visual aid for the data output. Visual Aids are useful
because they give an intuitive approach to the understanding of systems that
may take enormous sets of data and mathematical equations to understand.

Converting to Spherical Coordinates

It has become important to use spherical coordinates when describing the ge-
ometry of spacetime near a celestial body with significant mass. The reason
for this has to do with the fact that radial distance between two bodies doesnt
change very often. The ellipse of any orbit however makes radius become a
function of theta and phi. This is of course an approximation because radial
distance does decrease over time. Below is the metric used for describing flat
spacetime in spherical coordinates.

ds2 = −dt2 + dr2 + r2d"2 + r2sin2"d!2 (1)

If describing the geometry of spacetime in terms of flat space, It may be easier
to use Cartesian coordinates. This formula was derived from the Pythagorean
theorem.

ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2 (2)

The Metric

The metric of a system is used to describe how to compute the distance between
two objects. On a flat surface for example the distace between point Point A
and point B is simply the square root of the sum of the squared components
that separate the two points. On a curved surface however the metrics become
much more complicated.
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Sample Data Sets and Simulations

Using MATLAB I wrote a small program that took a 4x10000 float data array
that defined Radius, Phi and Theta as function of time. My goal was to take
this same data array and write it into VISIT.

for n = 1:10000
x = orbit(n,2) * cos(orbit(n,4)) * sin(acos(orbit(n,3)));
y = orbit(n,2) * sin(orbit(n,4)) * sin(acos(orbit(n,3)));
z = orbit(n,2)*orbit(n,3);
plot3(x,y,z)
hold on

end
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Figure 1: Orbital Data

Here are the results from the simuation, although I did not superimpose the
black holes event horizon on the graph, it is assumed that the event horizon
begins where the trajectory ends.

The VisIt Visualization Tool

VisIt was developed by the Department of Energy (DOE) Advanced Simulation
and Computing Initiative (ASCI) to visualize and analyze the results of terascale
simulations. It was developed as a framework for adding custom capabilities and
rapidly deploying new visualization technologies. VisIt was developed by the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
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The Visit Enviorment

The Visit evniorment is relatively simple to use. It is also quite versatile because
you can plot data in any form up to four dimensions with timesteps so you can
watch clips to see how various systems transform.

The Silo Library

Silo is a library wich is written in C and Fortran. It is a mesh based library
that inputs hundreds of variables describing the mesh. For this reason it is
extremely versatile but equally di#cult to use. I have had trouble with this
library however I was able to imput various meshes.

The H5Part Interface

H5part is another library in C and Fortran used primarily for particle data. For
this reason it is significantly easier to use because there is little need to define
meshes. I have learned that di!erent libraries are useful for di!erent things.
There may be reason for me in the future to incorperate multiple libraries to
optimize e#ciency.

Einstieins General Theory of Relativity

Gravity is Geometry

Some physicists would describe gravity as a force, but I believe one will gain the
best intuitive grasp on gravitation if he/she thinks of it more as the geometry
of spacetime itself. It will lead to confusion if you think of gravity as a vector
field defined on a cartesian coordinate system. Because gravity permiates all
time and space, you are better o! defining gravity as the coordinate system in
which all inertial frames can be described.

Einstiens Equivelence Principle

Einstiens Equivelence principle states two things; no experiment can distinguish
the di!erence between uniform velocity and uniform accelleration in a gravata-
tional field because the inertial e!ects are the same. It also states that any
accelleration pushing under your feet in flat spacetime cannot be distinguished
from a gravitational field pulling you down.

Covariant and Contravariant Tensors

In tensor analysis you must become familiar with contravarient and covariant
tensors of any rank because they are what allow the transformations of objects
from one coordinate system to an other possible. Most vectors we work with are
contravariant because its components don’t vary with eachother. For example if
I said velocity vector A was contravariant, I would be right because time doesn’t
need to vary for the velocity to change.

A = 10
m

s
(3)
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Now say I told you that if I drove down a road at velocity A the tempuature
changed with respect to distance. I could create another vector B which de-
scribes the change in tempuature with respect to distance. I will define this
vector in a new coordinate system using kilometers insted of meters. If the
tempuature increased 5 degrees per kilometer then the gradient of vector B will
be described as...

B =
5o

km
(4)

I could change kilometers to meters for covariant gradient vector B so that our
new vector B! contains the same units as vector A.

B! =
0.005o

m
(5)

Now... why is Vector B and B! covariant? It is covariant because tempuature
”Covaries” with distance. This is what defines a covariant vector. Now when
we combine Vector A and Vector B! our result is a scalar that is invariant of
coordinate systems; meaning that the scalar is consistent with all coordinate
systems because the distance units cancel out. We will define the scalar as C

C =
dx

dt

dT

dx
=

dT

dt
(6)

Contravariant vectors share the property:

T i = T r "xi

"xr
(7)

Covariant vectors share the property:

Ti = Tr
"xr

"xi
(8)

Because coordinate systems change in general relativity we must transform
quantities so that they will assume values independent of coordinate systems.

Subscripts and Superscripts

The subscripts and superscripts are a di!erent kind of notation. They don’t
represent exponents or representation variables. They are indecies representing
the nth component of that vector or tensor. It is simply a di!rent way of
representing summations. The sigma summation operator is ommited simply
because Einstien got tired of writing it over and over again. It is called Einstien
notation.

Tensor Calculus and Di!erential Geometry

Tensors are a di!erent kind of mathematical object similar to scalars in that
they don’t depend on the coordinate system. You can think of a tensor as a
representation of multiple vectors defined by multiple coordinate systems. For
better intuiton, think about a vector. Now a vector has a definite magnetude
and directon with respect to coordinate system A but say we created a new
coordinate system B that shares the same point of origin as A except the ori-
entation of the coordinate system B with respect to coordinate system A is
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shifted by some angle #. Now our original vector will keep the same magnitude
but will change direction in respect to coordinate system B. What if the com-
ponents of that vector in coordinate system B has no Y components but has X
components. Well you can now think of that vector as a scalar because it only
represents a number on a line. Depending on the coordinate system, our vector
can represent a scalar. Tensors have the same e!ect on vectors. A tensor of rank
2 has one component of magnitude and two components of direction. Tensors
and di!erential geometry are dependent on eachother because they both deal
with the concept of transforming coordinate systems. Di!erential geometry can
simply be defined as the use of derivitives to define geometric objects.

Geodesics

Geodesics can be thought as two things; it can first be described as the position
in spacetime as a function of time meaning that it is the path an object takes
over a given time. It can also be simply defined as the coordinate system you
are using. This may seem confusing, but imagine that in flat spacetime you are
moving at a uniform velocity. Will the geodesic be curved? Ofcourse not. In a
sense the geodiscs represent the lines in a coordinate system assuming that your
only dealing with one particular velocity. It is best to describe your coordinate
system as the geodesics that light travels.

Future Programming

Placement of Celestial Bodies

I intend for my program let the user choose the placement of any mass of any
volume in any location to demonstrate the change of coordinates in spacetime.
In doing this my program could show in 4 dimensions how mass changes the
geometry of spacetime. This could be useful not only to gain intuiton but to
simulate astrophysical events.

Mapping Coordinates and Geodesics

While placing a mass changes coordinates of spacetime, it may be important to
understand how these coordinates describe geodesics of a particle as a function of
initial position. This means that any point particles trajectory can be described
based on the curvature of spacetime.

Placement of Uniform Gravitational Fields

A true uniform gravitational field does not exist in nature. We could approx-
imate our everyday experience with gravity to be uniform but on the larger
scales gravity becomes less and less uniform. A true uniform gravitational field
is one free from tidal forces. If I could simulate uniform gravitational fields
then I could also demonstrate the possibility of feasable interstellar travel. A
black hole for example is a perfect canidate for spacetime warping, the problem
is that its gravitational fields change exponetially on the smallest scales. So
the di!erence in accelleration between your head and feet could be enormous.
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Hence you would be ripped apart by tidal forces making natural gravitational
fields useless to us.

Describing Spacetime Curvature in terms of Energy

Probally the most interesting part of this program will be its ability to describe
the stress energy tensor of a system. This basicly means that the gravitational
field can be desribed in terms of its energy density. This could be useful because
it could approximate the energy usage if one was to construct his/her own
gravitational field.

Conclusion

I will conclude that my progress has been e!ective but my research is far from
over. I plan to futher explore the consequenses of GR and its theoretical ap-
plications if it could be harnessed. My work in tensor calculus and di!erential
geometry has been an invaluable tool for exploring the physics of spacetime.
It has many more applications that I could use it for in the future. I have
had much much help from my co-workers and my professors, They have been
a big part in my progress and what they have taught me has been invaluable.
Thankyou CSUMS.
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